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ANIMALS

½ Rabbit ½ Dog - and similar useful inventions
A Dog and His Gifts - A faithful dog gets his reward - in your dreams!
A Rustling of Leaves - What's that rustling in the undergrowth? Just a bird? Or a monster?
As Shepherds Watched - But what did the sheep do?
Bamboozled - A moral dilemma for conservationists. A Giant Panda, however, has the
correct solution.
Counting Sheep - Exactly what it says
Dragonory - A little tale of a sad and lonely young dragon. This one is illustrated by my
wife and friend, Annette.
Easy Meat - Food? No problem. I just lies here and it comes to me.
Edvard Elk, Bicycle Borrower - Finagling in the pine forests of Finland
Eeyore`s Queue for the Perplexed - Eeyore tries to help all those in 100 Acre Wood who
are perplexed.
Frog and Toad Eat Chocolate - Frog and Toad are the best of friends, but somehow things
do not quite work out when it comes to sharing chocolate
Graf Hummel zum Bienenstich - A bee stuck behind the curtains - a minor mishap,
unless…
Happy Heron - A heron muses on the many joys of life
Harry was a Badger - Harry the Badger has fallen on hard times. A carefree and
rewarding life is his no more.
Have you seen this dog? - A missing pet with a difference
Homing Pigeons - What happens when homing pigeons lose their SatNav...
I Like Aerated Water - How to spoil a wolf's appetite
In Which Pooh and Piglet Visit the Pole - Wol organise a Nelection for President among
the Animals of 100 Acre Wood. But Rabbit's bid for power is thwarted.
Lumpsters - A rare sea creature saved from extinction by glue alone
Massage Parlour - The animals on the farm had all but signed up for new leisure facilities

- and then...
Moominmamma`s Special Day - It is Moominmamma`s birthday, and there is a special
surprise
Pooh and Piglet and the Most Blustery Day - The most blusteriest day since records
began: it is a climate emergency for the citizens of 100 Acre Wood
Post! - 'Pooh,' Eeyore explained, 'has not received a birthday card.'
Red Riding Hood - or, grandmother and the wolves (warning this may offend)
Running Away from Home - The Big Bad Wolf takes some creatures for a day out
Samosa Male Mouse - …and Some Mousled Mail - a mouse falls into a pillar box and is
captured by Donald Farsier's evil minions. Some Very Dangerous Trousers are involved.
Sean Prawn - The Oysters, upstanding citizens, have a problem with noisy neighbours.
They hire Sean Prawn and his gang to clear the beach. But Sean has greater ambitions.
Stilduden - Dudes and Style : Fritz da Kool Kat says it all.
Stone the Crows - The President finds more enemies out there.
Surf`s Up ! - Pheasants go surfing
Take Aways - The Squirrels order a take-away, and are not pleased with the service
The Branch Line - Down a sleepy branch-line, ounces, farthings and furlongs are still
used. And bears drive steam-engines.
The Red and the Grey - No, not a tribute to Michel Faber or Stendhal, more a tale of
squirrelian subterfuge.
Time for a Little Something - Winnie the Pooh has a habit. A tale of drugs and depravity
in the 100 Acre Wood.
Why Elephants are Red - ...and who painted that anyway?
Wildlife World - Mr. Badger is driven to crime by modern commerce
Wol Writes a Book - Wol settles down to write a book. Piglet is impressed.

BIG HORACE

Big Horace Cooks A Goose - Big Horace cooks his way to world domination.
Big Horace’s Bid for Fame - Big Horace wants the big time, and gets it
Big Horace’s Tie Collection - Big Horace's passion for ties gets him into high social
circles
Customer Feedback - Big Horace defines a new communications strategy for the Town
Council
Galaxies4U.com - Big Horace makes his money in Space Tourism

Home Improvements - Big Horace improves Wee Eck's mum's house beyond recognition.
A major step forward for science.
Mr Gregg - Mr Gregg - no relation to Gregor Samsa at all - wakes up feeling a bit iffy.
Nothing.com - Big Horace's greatest scam
Rustling - Big Horace has another brilliant wheeze. Lock up your sheep!
Serious Entanglement - Horace has a Big Problem with Quantum stuff
The Grand Illusionist - Big Horace moves into the world of film
Victor Wants to Know - Big Horace has a plan to turn the COuncil Helpdesk to his
advantage

BUSINESS AND GOVERNMENT

A New O`Clock - Our new president has a great idea for freeing Great Americans from the
tyranny of ISIS.
Bad Numbers! - President Trump has discovered that Arabaic numerals are used in
America. Time to stop that!
Big Horace Cooks A Goose - Big Horace cooks his way to world domination.
Big Horace’s Bid for Fame - Big Horace wants the big time, and gets it
Big Horace’s Tie Collection - Big Horace's passion for ties gets him into high social
circles
Customer Feedback - Big Horace defines a new communications strategy for the Town
Council
Customer Journey - The Gods decide that the cost of dying is not high enough.
Cut It Out! - The Daily Comet launches a campaign to make the English Language Easy
Again
Galaxies4U.com - Big Horace makes his money in Space Tourism
How Was Your Visit Today? - Your supermarket till-slip prints on and on and on...
In Which Pooh and Piglet Visit the Pole - Wol organise a Nelection for President among
the Animals of 100 Acre Wood. But Rabbit's bid for power is thwarted.
Interagency Working - The Gods of Egypt and Mesopotamia work in tandem to cut costs.
Massage Parlour - The animals on the farm had all but signed up for new leisure facilities
- and then...
Meet and Greet - Meeting the mortals - Hell, with Stakeholders.
Molehills, Mountains - The President targets an underground Axis of Evil
Nick Santos - Modernising Christmas does not always have happy results

Nothing.com - Big Horace's greatest scam
Performance Reviews - Osiris undertakes his quarterly performance reviews. Bad news all
round.
Poochie, God of Darkness - The Egyptian Gods adopt modern management techniques.
Rightsizing - job-sharing, career re-alignment, all those good things. Oh, and holy shit! constructive redundancy for selected Gods.
Santa's Grotto - The Three Bears make some money at Christmas
Seeing Red - Pillar boxes are pillar-box red. Until a European Directive comes through.
Speechless - When the Government began to tax the use of popular words, it was time to
turn to the dictionary.
Stone the Crows - The President finds more enemies out there.
Struntprat - There really is a meaning to all those product names used by a large Swedish
home furnishing store.
TF Enterprises - Big business and the Tooth Fairy
The Golden Thread - Customers matter, it seems. But watch out for the mission statement.
The Labours of Hercules - A bad day at work? It could be worse.
The Mnemonic Plague - A plague of epic proportions strikes the citizens of Edinburgh.
Will they ever forget it?
Toyz 'R' Useless - Spend your pocket money here, you won't regret it!
Trouser Plagues - The Presidential pants have been infected by the Seven Plagues of
Egypt. Holy Shit!

CHILDREN

A Useful Gadget - Especially when it's given to you by Santa Claus.
All Kinds of Terrans - The Venturians invade Plant Earth
Castaways - Ever been stuck in traffic? Perhaps, but not like this!
Dragonory - A little tale of a sad and lonely young dragon. This one is illustrated by my
wife and friend, Annette.
Entomology - What do you do when your parents keep turning into insects?
Home Economics - Cooking made easy and dangerous
If... - Don't be sad if certain accidents about the home just happen.
Johnstone Nursery School - Nursery pupils from Planet X
mirror mirror - It is pretty darn difficult to be a mirror, let me tell you!

Primary 1M - or, why bears do not need to go to school.
Running Away from Home - The Big Bad Wolf takes some creatures for a day out
The Boy who did Nothing - The sad consequences of not reporting the day's activities
The Santa Claus Trap - ...and how it works.
The Second Charade - A history lesson from people who really know (so: not your
teacher, then)
The Unsquirreling of Squeaks - A slightly unwelcome interruption to a cocktail party.
Why Elephants are Red - ...and who painted that anyway?
Winter Catalogue 2017/18 - New versions of children`s classics are now available.

CHRISTMAS

A Christmas Present - for a lonely hamster.
A Useful Gadget - Especially when it's given to you by Santa Claus.
As Shepherds Watched - But what did the sheep do?
Cardboard Boxing Day - Those Festive Days when every present has to be displayed
Falling Angels - Industrial strife up in Heaven
Gridlock on the SC Freeway - The night before Christmas and the skyways are jammed
with delivery sleighs
Isthmus Tear - Santa has lost his teeth and the resulting chaos affects everyone.
Krismis Listz, Krismis Karlz, Krismis Biskitz - An alternative Christmas List
New Hour's Resolutions - They don't last long...
New Yeerz Revolushunz - Revolutionary plans for the future
Nick Santos - Modernising Christmas does not always have happy results
Red-sootid Gentilmen - or, never trust anyone at Christmas.
Santa's Grotto - The Three Bears make some money at Christmas
Thanx Giving end Partyz - North American birds give thanks for the Revolution
The Bah-Hum Bug - Over run and over wrought - Xmas Day looms
The Bethly Hen - A bit of a fowl-up on names
The Predicament of the Wide-Hatties - How traditional headgear can lead to disaster
The Santa Claus Trap - ...and how it works.
Toyz 'R' Useless - Spend your pocket money here, you won't regret it!

Trousering the Elves - Mrs. Claus is very annoyed indeed
Turcky Lurking - The turkeys have taken over Mr Johnson's farm, as Brother Nubbly
explains
Where the Snowmen Went in Winter - Indeed, where did they go?
Winterschlussverkauf - Managerial exploitation at Christmas time

DEATH

A Matter of Death and Life - An expedition finds the portals of the Underworld
Cryptography - The mysteries of terminal illnesses
God's Fishing-Line - Not a kite caught in the trees, something altogether different
Keeping It In the Family - Mrs. Death is fed up with doing absolutely everything for her
ungrateful family! She walks out on Death and all the little Deaths.
North Queensferry - Taking a refurbished vintage ferry can have consequences
Please Close the Door - Especially when it leads to the Other Side
Race With The Devil - Who is bold enough to race with the Devil? A tale of hot women,
hot rods and burning tarmac.
Safe Passage - The route from this world to the next goes straight down Mrs Downing's
hall way.
Stars No More - The End of All Time?
Tantalus in Tartarus - The heroes of ancient times find themselves in the hell of suburbia.
The Enigma - Recollections of a dying man
The Mad Inventor - A scientist stands at the Pearly Gates, seeking admittance no chance!
The Radio - A comfy armchair, a quiet night, and an old radio. What more could you
want?
The View from the Third Panel - The gentleman in Bosch's triptych wishes to complain.
Loudly. At length.

EXTRATERRESTRIALS

All Kinds of Terrans - The Venturians invade Plant Earth
Best Before End - What exactly happens when food reaches its sell by date...?
Court Martial - Granny is abducted by aliens

Entomology - What do you do when your parents keep turning into insects?
Johnstone Nursery School - Nursery pupils from Planet X
Proud Chieftains - The galactic travels of some tasty aliens
Scavenging in the 3rd Dimension - Homework with that extra dimension...
Storms in a Teacup - Please listen very carefully to the following safety announcements!
Take Cognisance of the Door-knobs - A cautionary tale of doorknobs, barmaids and longwindedness
Take Me to Your Leader - An invading alien is advised against speaking to any of our
current world leaders.
The Predicament of the Wide-Hatties - How traditional headgear can lead to disaster

FRITZ

Crucial Cool Cat Prowling - Man, ain't I just the coolest furry creature on the block?
Easy Meat - Food? No problem. I just lies here and it comes to me.
Stilduden - Dudes and Style : Fritz da Kool Kat says it all.

HAMSTERS

A Christmas Present - for a lonely hamster.
A Living Leg-end - An elder hamster shows how pest control should be done
Bird Feed Balls - A slightly mistaken analysis of the situation in the pet shop.
Brack & Deckel - Where would we be without skilled tradesmen?
Cold Cures - In the season of colds and sniffles, Dr ColdCureBot has a variety of
interesting remedies and palliatives.
Credible Feats - Hamsters go faster on bikes.
Dratted Boiler - Some problems with the central-heating system?
Eurohamsters - A Valentine's Day with a touch of...class?
Fashion Victims - Gothic Perkins moves with the times
Fetch! - Which pet to choose? Why keep any other kind when hamsters have invented hitech alternatives?
FloorSandStuff - The hamsters have developed new technology for that most urbanlifestyle of things: floor-sanding.

Gods They Be - The mice have seen creatures of a superior intelligence
Grandad's Alsatian (Teeth) - The Hamsters have invented false teeth which speak in other
languages
Hamsterchondriacs - Dr. P.H.Dee diagnoses exhaustion and prescribes increased feeding
and sleeping.
Hamsters Have - Introducing Haricot Bert and Patty Perkins, fearless flying Hamsters
Hamsters Have Branes - Surfing all eleven dimensions, and maybe some more. All part of
a hamster's night's work...
Hamsters Have No Alien Artefacts - Patty Perkins struggles with alien technology
Hamsters Have Tertiary Education - Hamsters conquer the academic world
Hamsters have Time-Travel Thing - The hamsters appear to have cracked time-travel
Hamsters is Knackered - Says it all, really.
hMail - Hamster mail on the Internet - or is it just Virtual Reality?
iHamsters - Who do you think invented (and now controls) the Internet?
Invisible Ink - Serious money and a Valentine's Day card
L'Aspiratter - The French hamsters have stolen a march in the scientific world - or have
they?
Like Plasmonics, only Smaller - Dr P.H.Dee unveils the next generation of light sources
Magpies Have Tunes - A master plan for scaring seagulls, another triumph from HamLabs
Mental Arithmetic - When the power supply breaks down, the hamsters can keep the
wheels of commerce ticking over.
New Hour's Resolutions - They don't last long...
Oysters, Hamsters - London may have the Oyster Card, but Edinburgh has the Trams. And
hamsters have them all.
Presents - The difference between a present and a PRESENT - fully explained by Patty
Perkins
Snooze Dich Fit - Exercise? We think not. There are far easier ways of getting fit
Space Saver - Too much stuff? HamLabs has come up with a miraculous way to de-clutter
your lives.
Standard Grade Pouching - A difficult exam for Hamsters
Strictly Salsa - Salsa? The Conga? The Limbo? they do them all!
Stumpy Ballantyne's Day - Some surprising traditions for 14th February
SuperScanner - Riddle Dumble launches an experiment in cosmic light
Testing Drives - If you see a Hamster driving, drive the other way!
The Cloning - HamLabs can clone practically anything at all anything at all anything at all

The Humble HamsterBee - Broccoli Bill bounces, and can prove it
The Sheepograph - HamLabs have produced a 3D printer for making woolly creatures. A
great idea - or perhaps not.
Thrustomatic Stairlifts - Care at Home, and how technology can help in little ways.
WiFi Wizard - Incredible what you can do with wireless these days, isn't it?
Windpower - Brussels Sprouts and renewable energy, explained.
Zoomster - The new ray gun goes Zap! and Pow!...and Oops!

MISCELLANEOUS

A Slight Diversion - A tour bus takes a wrong turning.
Castaways - Ever been stuck in traffic? Perhaps, but not like this!
Horoscope - Which star sign did you say you were? Sagittarius? Hilarious? Republican?
Molehills, Mountains - The President targets an underground Axis of Evil
Orkney - An uncommon strange request. A Swiss scientist reaches Orkney in the early
years of the 19th century. And he requires a corpse.
Quarriers - Scottish mysteries, Scottish landscapes, and magical artefacts.
Seeing Red - Pillar boxes are pillar-box red. Until a European Directive comes through.
St Andrew’s Night - A paean to Scottish-ness
Staring Into The Darkness - Nuremberg, 1945.
Storms in a Teacup - Please listen very carefully to the following safety announcements!
The Branch Line - Down a sleepy branch-line, ounces, farthings and furlongs are still
used. And bears drive steam-engines.
The Elector Palatine - An early and little known experiment in German democracy.
The Song of Inheritance - Like father, like son.
The State of Nebraska - My grandfather arrives in New York
The Unwillingness of Foreigners to Understand - A building site in Berlin, late 1970s
Winterschlussverkauf - Managerial exploitation at Christmas time

MYTHOLOGY

A Single Olive Leaf - Noah's Ark ... or Arks?

ASBO - Anti-social behaviour and the God of the Sun
Classicism for the European Driver - The driver's guide to Classical Legend - with the
aid of road-signs.
Customer Journey - The Gods decide that the cost of dying is not high enough.
Falling Angels - Industrial strife up in Heaven
Gods They Be - The mice have seen creatures of a superior intelligence
Have you seen this dog? - A missing pet with a difference
Interagency Working - The Gods of Egypt and Mesopotamia work in tandem to cut costs.
Jason and the Aggronauts - Cruising bullies of the Ancient World
Meet and Greet - Meeting the mortals - Hell, with Stakeholders.
Performance Reviews - Osiris undertakes his quarterly performance reviews. Bad news all
round.
Poochie, God of Darkness - The Egyptian Gods adopt modern management techniques.
Race With The Devil - Who is bold enough to race with the Devil? A tale of hot women,
hot rods and burning tarmac.
Reorganisation - The economic crisis is biting hard in Ancient Egypt. Time to discuss
severance packages.
Rightsizing - job-sharing, career re-alignment, all those good things. Oh, and holy shit! constructive redundancy for selected Gods.
Struntprat - There really is a meaning to all those product names used by a large Swedish
home furnishing store.
Tantalus in Tartarus - The heroes of ancient times find themselves in the hell of suburbia.
TF Enterprises - Big business and the Tooth Fairy
The Back Page - Some small ads, and some larger, more dangerous, ones
The Bethly Hen - A bit of a fowl-up on names
The Cockerel and the Chiropractor - A lost fable by Aesop has been uncovered...
The Elector Palatine - An early and little known experiment in German democracy.
The Golden Thread - Customers matter, it seems. But watch out for the mission statement.
The Labours of Hercules - A bad day at work? It could be worse.
The Queen and the Pea - After the Princess got married, her husband found there were
never enough mattresses.
The Saga Prize for Fiction - It's that time of year again, when the Norsemen vote for their
favourite sagas.
The View from the First Panel - What is actually going on in the first panel of the Bosch
triptych

The View from the Second Panel - What is actually going on in the central panel of the
Bosch triptych
The View from the Third Panel - The gentleman in Bosch's triptych wishes to complain.
Loudly. At length.
Waiting for an Ark - It's no fun, waiting for the rain to stop, and all around smelly
creatures jostle for position
Will Clark Kent Save the World ? - Well, he is getting on a bit...

OAPS

A Beaverment in the Family - Sad news
Cardboard Boxing Day - Those Festive Days when every present has to be displayed
Court Martial - Granny is abducted by aliens
Cryptography - The mysteries of terminal illnesses
Graf Hummel zum Bienenstich - A bee stuck behind the curtains - a minor mishap,
unless…
Granny's Phantastick Soupe - A recipe for a soup that cures all ills
Horseradish and Buttercup Tea - All manner of good things to stave off the ravages of
time
Ouwê, Ouwê - Middle High German poets on the slide
Red Riding Hood - or, grandmother and the wolves (warning this may offend)
Sleeping Bags - How grannies may keep warm AND still annoy their children
The Labyrinth - Knitting wool can come in useful - but beware old ladies!
The Life of Armchairs - Parental habits drive children from home
The Raincoat - Granny's raincoat is very attractive
The Ride of the Valkyries - Wagner's club is in its twilight years
The Rime of the Ancient Pensioner - An Ancient Pensioner warns the younger generation
against cruises,golf and albatrosses
The Second Charade - A history lesson from people who really know (so: not your
teacher, then)
Thrustomatic Stairlifts - Care at Home, and how technology can help in little ways.
Will Clark Kent Save the World ? - Well, he is getting on a bit...

OPERA

Ouwê, Ouwê - Middle High German poets on the slide
Phil the Greek - Recreational L.A. chemist Enrico 'The Doc' Fausto meets his match in
Phil Stopheles
The Art of the Fugue - The Bach dynasty takes over New York's underworld
The Ride of the Valkyries - Wagner's club is in its twilight years
Wolfie and Jo-Jo - Mozart and Haydn down the Sunday market
Yo! Kick Ass! - Schiller and Goethe converse, streetwise

RAILWAYS

The Branch Line - Down a sleepy branch-line, ounces, farthings and furlongs are still
used. And bears drive steam-engines.
The Breadalbane - The missionary ship of the Wee Frees
The Chignecto Marine Transport Railway Company - Mr Henry Ketchum's unfinished
dream.

SCHOOL

Grudge Matches - Some teachers never forget. Even in tiddlywinks.
Home Economics - Cooking made easy and dangerous
Mrs Poots - Mrs Poots could see into the future. But will it do any good?
Primary 1M - or, why bears do not need to go to school.
Scavenging in the 3rd Dimension - Homework with that extra dimension...
Standard Grade Pouching - A difficult exam for Hamsters
State Secrets - Teenage Taciturnity saves the World!

SCIENCE & SCIENTISTS

½ Rabbit ½ Dog - and similar useful inventions
A New O`Clock - Our new president has a great idea for freeing Great Americans from the
tyranny of ISIS.

Bad Numbers! - President Trump has discovered that Arabaic numerals are used in
America. Time to stop that!
Bamboozled - A moral dilemma for conservationists. A Giant Panda, however, has the
correct solution.
Best Before End - What exactly happens when food reaches its sell by date...?
Cold Cures - In the season of colds and sniffles, Dr ColdCureBot has a variety of
interesting remedies and palliatives.
Galaxies4U.com - Big Horace makes his money in Space Tourism
Granny's Phantastick Soupe - A recipe for a soup that cures all ills
Hamsters Have Branes - Surfing all eleven dimensions, and maybe some more. All part of
a hamster's night's work...
Hamsters Have No Alien Artefacts - Patty Perkins struggles with alien technology
Hamsters have Time-Travel Thing - The hamsters appear to have cracked time-travel
Homing Pigeons - What happens when homing pigeons lose their SatNav...
iHamsters - Who do you think invented (and now controls) the Internet?
Like Plasmonics, only Smaller - Dr P.H.Dee unveils the next generation of light sources
M. Otlet’s Traite de Documentation - An early version of the Internet - entirely true
Orkney - An uncommon strange request. A Swiss scientist reaches Orkney in the early
years of the 19th century. And he requires a corpse.
Past Repairs - Do you wish your life had been different?
Reverse Charges - A strange phone call in the middle of the night ... from an unborn
grandson?
Serious Entanglement - Horace has a Big Problem with Quantum stuff
Stars No More - The End of All Time?
SuperScanner - Riddle Dumble launches an experiment in cosmic light
The Atlantic Ocean: Other Uses - How about none at all?
The Cloning - HamLabs can clone practically anything at all anything at all anything at all
The Mad Inventor - A scientist stands at the Pearly Gates, seeking admittance no chance!
The Sky at Night - Finally, astronomical proof of the Man in the Moon
WiFi Wizard - Incredible what you can do with wireless these days, isn't it?
Windpower - Brussels Sprouts and renewable energy, explained.
Zoomster - The new ray gun goes Zap! and Pow!...and Oops!

TURCKYZ

A Littel Read Book - Never trust a publisher dressed in fox's clothing
Axov Terrizm - Young Turks challenge the corrupt leadership of the Revolutionary Old
Guard. A New Dawn beckons!
Eestur Rizing - Daft bunnies and terrible things with eggs
How the Turckyz Rited Rongz - A veteran revolutionary looks back over the Fowl
Revolution
Krismis Listz, Krismis Karlz, Krismis Biskitz - An alternative Christmas List
Lettirs to the Edittir - The battle for the hearts of the people
Long Martchiz - Spreading the Revolution far and wide is tiring
May Day! - The Geese seek fraternal aid. Long live the Revolution!
Muzak Kritikz - The oppressed rise up against piped Muzak!
New Yeerz Revolushunz - Revolutionary plans for the future
Oktober Whoopy - Liberation for Ostriches! Jawohl!
Pyritz - The turkeys are back. They have yet another master-plan to take over the world.
Red-sootid Gentilmen - or, never trust anyone at Christmas.
Storming the Basteel - Spreading the Revolution to the French Hens
Summur Solstiss - Woolly Bully, Wriggly Piggly and Sleepy Sheepy and the revolution,
man.
Thanx Giving end Partyz - North American birds give thanks for the Revolution
The Bird-Bunches Defeat the Underlings of Fascistic Imperialism - The Triumphant
Forces of the Fowl Revolution liberate a seeming garden centre…
Turcky Lurking - The turkeys have taken over Mr Johnson's farm, as Brother Nubbly
explains
Urbun Gorillaz und Harly-Davesonz - The Fowl Revolution continues, out of sight and
just as effectively…
Yung Turckz und Eminemzez Greez - Did someone say the youth of today have no
appetite for Revolution? Think again!

WORDS

A Littel Read Book - Never trust a publisher dressed in fox's clothing
A Slight Diversion - A tour bus takes a wrong turning.
Alphabetter - A is for Agamid, B is for Beluga, C is for Chittagong...

As Simple As Æ Б Ç - International co-operation in the use of different alphabets? It can
only go wrong.
Counting Sheep - Exactly what it says
Cut It Out! - The Daily Comet launches a campaign to make the English Language Easy
Again
Der Besucherschreck - How to drive the tourists away
Grandad's Alsatian (Teeth) - The Hamsters have invented false teeth which speak in other
languages
I Spy - A magician has problems with spelling
Lumpsters - A rare sea creature saved from extinction by glue alone
Measle Soup - Be careful what you shop for!
Mr Gregg - Mr Gregg - no relation to Gregor Samsa at all - wakes up feeling a bit iffy.
One Thing At A Time - How to write a story when there's only one sheet of paper?
Proverbial Biodiversity - Pick your own proverbs
Speechless - When the Government began to tax the use of popular words, it was time to
turn to the dictionary.
Struntprat - There really is a meaning to all those product names used by a large Swedish
home furnishing store.
Take Cognisance of the Door-knobs - A cautionary tale of doorknobs, barmaids and longwindedness
The Cockerel and the Chiropractor - A lost fable by Aesop has been uncovered...
The Enigma - Recollections of a dying man
The Leopard-Box - or should that be a letter box?
The Mnemonic Plague - A plague of epic proportions strikes the citizens of Edinburgh.
Will they ever forget it?
The Rime of the Ancient Pensioner - An Ancient Pensioner warns the younger generation
against cruises,golf and albatrosses
The Scone of Destiny - and all things Scottish
Where to Look for Forgotten Words - All the ones you thought you'd lost, and those you
wished you had.
Why Elephants are Red - ...and who painted that anyway?
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